
20 important topics for 
essay that one should 
prepare
Essay Writing- Series 3



What you should ideally read and research about 
for the topics:

The STATISTICS

Relevant quotes

Important THINKERS associated

Important views propounded on the topic/ important theories/ important 
policies 

CASE STUDIES related to the topic

Suggestions/ solutions to tackle the problem

Strong and powerful HOOK/ introductions and concise CONCLUSIONS



20 important topics which you should prepare:

1. Cyber Security
2. E- Governance
3. Freedom of speech
4. Science and technology
5. Environment/ Sustainable Development
6. Poverty, Hunger, food security
7. Disaster management
8. Breaking the glass ceiling/ women empowerment
9. Tourism
10.Social media
11. Judiciary
12.Religion
13.Media 



- Democracy
- Health
- Higher education
- Privacy and Surveillance
- Nuclear Energy
- Foreign Policy
- Capital Punishment
- Swachh Bharat
- Ethics/ Values/ Morals



Always remember to KNOW SOMETHING 
ABOUT EVERYTHING



Let’s practice:
Near jobless growth in India: An anomaly or an 
outcome of economic reforms



Near jobless growth in India: An anomaly or an 
outcome of economic reforms

Broad framework:

What is jobless growth?

Examining the reasons for jobless growth

Impact of jobless growth

Steps taken so far to remedy the scenario



What is jobless growth: persistent high growth of a country’s GDP sans adding 
new jobs for unemployed population

The genesis of the MAKE IN INDIA campaign- give boost/ stimulus to the 
manufacturing sector

How the phenomenon of jobless growth is an anomaly?- the growth can be a 
result if growth in commodity prices or a boom in the stock market evaluations

The economic growth in the so called 4th industrial revolution is expected to come 
from the technological front like robotic manufacturing and AI

Thus there is an expected displacement of labour worldwide; with the advent of 
neo liberalism and increasing automation there has already been a displacement 
of the work force



Thank You
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